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VE 2022 Feature Pack 02 Changes 
ApacheHVAC 
System Parameters UI link to User Guide is broken. [ID-123442]: Help page on system parameters page now 

links to the correct page on https://help.iesve.com/ve2022/.  

Zone level design load oversizing factors edited. [ID-107934]: On System Parameters for each prototype 

system the default zone-level oversizing factors are revised from 1.0 to 1.10. 

Updated default options for 'Chilled water supply temperature reset type' and 'Supply temperature 

setpoint' [ID-11145]: Chilled water supply temperature reset type default option is now 'No reset' and Supply 

temperature setpoint default option is now 'Constant' for prototype systems CHWLs and HWLs in the Plant loops 

and equipment libraries folder and for newly created CHWLs.  

Chilled water loop tab missing when edit loop due to out of range values. [ID-106680]: Instead of the tab 

being hidden when the sized capacity is greater than the upper input range in which case the out-of-range CHWL 

capacity is highlighted in red. 

HVAC Wizard Baseline system PFPB description shows HW (is only electric resistance heating). [ID-

107164]: PFPB description updated to display correct naming as not using ER for heating.  

Up/down arrow keys can't be used to change multiplex layer in system parameters. [ID-77899]: Arrow keys 

now be used to change layers when selected on layer dropdown.  

Prevented crash caused by asp file with corrupted/invalid data [ID-23610]: Attempting to open an asp file 

with corrupted/invalid data would cause the VE to crash. The system can now be opened and edited.  

Error reading sdb file improvements. [ID-58547]: Error reporting displayed to inform user the error is due to a 

room assigned in the HVAC network which is not present in the model. Network check improved to help identify 

and repair such instances. 

 

ApacheSim 
KIVA ground coupling model integrated [ID-98128]: KivaTM ground heat transfer tool integrated to VE. 

Ground contact floors can be configured and linked to the Kiva model as part of Apache dynamic simulations. 

DCV options are now available in spaces without an HVAC system [ID-115837]: For spaces not served by an 

HVAC system demand-controlled ventilation options are now available for selection in the System tab of the 

Space Data dialog when the 'Mechanical supply in room?' option is ticked.  

Simulation Options dialog interface updated [ID-125807]: Text input in the combo boxes is now disabled on 

the Simulation Settings >> Simulation options dialog.  

CIBSE Loads occasionally failing with 'Apache terminated unexpectedly' error. [ID-116897]: The process to 

run the CIBSE Loads calculations is corrected to avoid occasional random failures.  

Fixed 'no definition found for profile' error when running ApacheSim with MacroFlo Link selected [ID-

108689]: The number of MacroFlo openings allowed has been increased. Additionally, when running ApacheSim 

with MacroFlo Link selected a new error message will be shown if the maximum number of openings has been 

exceeded.  

Illegal character in space name results in invalid ApacheSim error. [ID-102856]: ApacheSim no longer fails 

simulation when space names contain special characters.  

Error in Profile Evaluation [ID-81365]: A discrepancy has been removed which was causing an error in profile 

evaluation when running simulations for a leap year. 

https://help.iesve.com/ve2022/
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Error: Apache terminated unexpectedly due to invalid apache systems values corrected [ID-70875]: When a  

simulation fails due to invalid values (i.e. heating efficiency being set to 0) an error is displayed. 

Error: Apache terminated unexpectedly due to surface temperature instability corrected [ID-43243]: Error 

presented to the user explaining what has caused the error and how to fix prevent it when a surface temperature 

instability is encountered. 

Error in compact profile HVSS0001: periods do not span a single year [ID-101126]: Profile containing error 

updated allowing Simulations to run successfully. 

Continuously controlled shutters not operating correctly when running CIBSE cooling Loads. [ID-99356]: 

Variable controlled shutters on a window dynamically open/close when run cibse loads (in response to control 

profile or variable). 

 

ApLocate 
WD View 7.0 added [ID-106813]: WD View v7.0 (ASHRAE Handbook – Fundamentals version 7) is integrated to 

VE Shared Content v4.1 and used as default to acquire design weather data parameters.  

ApLocate Building Regs weather file Tooltip incorrect. [ID-126456]: Building Regulations weather file tooltip 

made generic for all compliance types.  

Fixed the 'Get more weather files from iesve.com' button [ID-121143]: The button now opens the 

iesve.com/support/weatherfiles page.  

SunPath does not work when opened from ApLocate. [ID-101160]: SunPath can now be successfully opened 

from ApLocate.  

Location not being updated correctly when set using the right click pre-set menu. [ID-34536]: Using the 

bottom location options present context menu now correctly changes location in all cases.  

 

ApPro 
Slowdown in ApPro. [ID-105288]: ApPro no longer runs checks for each profile use when opening. This is now 

an option to be ran on one or more profiles at the user’s selection.  ? is displayed on the assigned column until 

the check has been run. 

Improved error reporting [ID-123714]: Invalid profile references error dialog now provides additional details of 

missing profiles and replacements used.  

 

Approved Document O 
Workflow added [ID-120701]: Approved Document O overheating analysis is removed from VE Compliance and 

instead available in the Apache design model. Data, workflow and report generation is available in a Navigator 

‘UK Part O: 2021 Overheating’ in the Navigators >> Compliance section. 

Report added [ID-114389]: Approved Document O overheating Report replaces the csv summary. This can be 

generated from the ‘UK Part O: Overheating’ Navigator. 

Templates updated to set all to heating profiles to continuously ON 16 degC. [ID-120647]: Occupied 

templates now set to 16 degree Celsius for room temperature setpoint.  

Approved Document O script error - Error Occurred: ZeroDivisionError. [ID-119255]: Generating the report 

in some cases where rooms are assigned to be analysed with 0 floor area caused script to fail.  

 

https://www.iesve.com/support/weatherfiles
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Constructions Database 
Cavity layer editing corrected for glazed construction. [ID-112485]: Selecting nothing as the gas caused the 

cavity to become disabled.  

Some constructions cannot be deleted in APcdb due to being required. [ID-113278]: User is presented with 

a more accurate description of why some constructions cannot be deleted.  

Thermal Mass in construction database - inconsistent abbreviations. [ID-53837]: Abbreviations for Thermal 

Mass now use consistent labelling.  

 

General 
Model upgrade crash resolved [ID-125629]: Issue with loading model from previous version no longer causes 

VE to crash.  

Prevented crash when opening model [ID-110231]: Crash caused by invalid template assignment no longer 

occurs.  

Crash after cancelling print. [ID-116537]: VE no longer crashes when cancelling a print job before completing 

the printing configuration.  

Model Browser reappears after using add window tool even if it switched off in View menu. [ID-81976]: 

Model browser no longer reappears when switching view modes.  

Model reports missing constructions but they show assigned. [ID-89564]: Error message updated to display 

more accurate description, in cases where a default construction has been deleted the user will be shown an error 

that the default has been re added to the project.  

Unlicensed VE now shows no message in User info screen. [ID-67431]: User is presented with an error 

message when loading the VE with no licence keys.  

When upgrading a model to a new VE version an option to skip auto upgrade of energy meters and 

upgrade manually has been added [ID-13126]: Auto upgrading models with a large number of .asp files can 

impact VE performance / operation which can be circumvented by choosing to upgrade energy meters manually. 

'Unsupported Energy Sources in Electricity Generators' alert message text updated [ID-121300]: Link text to 

open 'Electricity Generators' dialog has been removed and replaced with instructions for the user to do so 

manually.  

Unexpected file format (project corruption has occurred). [ID-30648]: Error message containing more 

information in cases where the model has become corrupted.  

Invalid Space ID when opening the model and room not assigned to groups. [ID-113699]: Errors with 

spaces with no ID's causing Model to fail to load prevented. 

 

VEScripts API 
Python API - get_macroflo_id() returns nothing. [ID-115899]: API updated to return correct ID. 

 

Loads Report 
 

Loads Report enhancements [ID-107934]: The Loads Report is improved: 

Sort order of the report is based on Room Group >> Zone >> Room 
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Single-Zone systems have the layer name (i.e. assigned zone) shown in the title of the report page to make it 

easier to identify.  

‘Outside air at time of peak’ shows units for F/C Temp and %RH. 

Loads Report model image cut off if MV2 camera settings are set to orthographic. [ID-31412]: Image in 

generated reports are no longer cut off when orthographic mode is selected in Model Viewer. 

 

MicroFlo 
Prevented crash when using External Analysis [ID-125648]: Double clicking the model when viewing in 

External Analysis mode no longer causes a crash.  

Snap/Lock not picking up Constructions Lines when drawing MicroFlo boundary conditions [ID-115067]: 

Construction lines not part of the DXF lock causing issues when trying to use MicroFlo boundary conditions. 

MicroFlo edits to component properties via data bar not applied if click away after edit. [ID-109063]: 

Editing values via the data bar no longer requires enter to be pressed to persist data.  

Fixed issue with external analysis regions in MicroFlo [ID-104985]: Remove region button can now be used 

on user defined regions in external analysis.  

 

Model Viewer II 
Model viewer 2 stability improved when nothing to view [ID-111259]: Prevented MV2 from crashing in cases 

where no valid objects to view are found.  

Software crash when viewing trees in Model Viewer II. [ID-100784]: When corrupt components are included 

in a model the user is now notified of this on opening the model and advised to re-add the components which 

may otherwise cause an error opening the Model Viewer. 

 

ModelIT 
Improved Model Report consistency check for intersecting spaces performance [ID-125123]: The time 

required to complete the model report consistency check for intersecting spaces has been reduced.  

GEM import retains connected spaces. [ID-72182]: Importing a GEM file now retains any spaces that were 

connected when exported.  

Prevented crash when importing BIM file [ID-116395]: Apache Systems are now searched for by ID rather 

than name when importing to prevent a crash.  

Prevented crash when importing BIM file [ID-116765]: Improvement to robustness on gbXML import where 

previously invalid data caused a crash.  

Revit 2023 IFC file import error. [ID-123842]: IFC files from newer versions of Revit now able to be imported.  

Edit glazing, doors, and louvers provides Incorrect Opening Ratios for Different Orientation. [ID-126079]: 

Adding glazing by percentage fixed to accurately add glazing even on unusual shaped surfaces.  

ModelIT: using Drag the selected opening vertice(s)… tool crashes VE. [ID-119408]: Crash was caused by 

invalid state of window after dragging vertice.  

Surface Fill: VE crashes when trying to view created surfaces. [ID-118629]: Selecting newly created surfaces 

after using the Surface Fill no longer causes the VE to exit.  
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IESVE shutdown when using partition tool. [ID-116103]: Error when partitioning in some cases caused the 

application to crash.  

Fixed issue with 'generate roof' action [ID-115295]: A roof will no longer fail to generate if added to a space 

where prior to this the undo action was used to remove a void which was added using the 'Add voids / split' 

action. 

Model browser and workspace not in sync when select from rooms list and use certain tools such as 

measure. [ID-114369]: View doesn't revert to previously selected room when selecting tools after using the 

browser tree to select a different room.  

Add window in plan view tool does not work when the view is rotated. [ID-106789]: Models that have had 

view rotated are now correctly added to the model.  

Fixed Perpendicular lock [ID-113879]: Perpendicular lock was not considered for snapping decision and the 

tolerance being used was too small. Included this lock in decision logic and increased the tolerance if the grid 

lock is off. 

Space names displayed on top of each other when using create slice tool [ID-113561]: Within the Slice tool 

in ModelIT when displaying names all the space names would be drawn in one location causing it to be 

unreadable.  

Improved Perpendicular and Parallel locks [ID-107533]: Construction lines are now considered for snapping 

decision with Perpendicular and Parallel locks. 

Shrink Tool gives incorrect results when IP units system is used. [ID-104068]: When using IP units and using 

the Shrink tool there was an error in a conversion that causes incorrect behaviour. 

Prevented the Connect/Merge spaces dialog closing unexpectedly [ID-82174]: Previously, when selecting a 

room on the workspace then using the model browser list to select another room the dialog would close. This no 

longer occurs.  

Encountered an improper argument locks up VE. [ID-77840]: Attempting to go to surface level composition 

while holding ctrl key no longer causes VE to crash.  

Split the selected windows tab - losing the windows construction and MacroFlo opening properties. [ID-

72484]: Splitting windows no longer causes configurations of the windows properties to be lost on split.  

VE crash when using 2 or more viewports. [ID-77035]: The VE no longer crashes when working within more 

than 1 viewport.  

Place opening at surface level shows the preview of the window outside of the room being edited. [ID-

77883]: Openings are no longer render outside of the area being edited.  

Stamping doors not possible in ModelIT. [ID-61499]: Stamp command now allows copying of all opening 

types.  

Construction usage differs from ModelIT report values. [ID-46342]: Construction usage is now correctly 

displayed in the construction database usage window.  

Starter geometries plenum error. [ID-53836]: Plenum's now created on Start Page generated geometries 

showing correct type and subtype.  

Window split constraints not enforced if enter key is used. [ID-98404]: When using the window split option if 

a value is used that is not valid, the user is unable to select ok, however when hitting enter the user was able to 

bypass the validation causing undesired behaviour. 

User-chosen rotation of view is not retained after having left view and returned to view. [ID-119390]: 

Rotation is now persisted between switching applications.  
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Separate Composite option from right click menu has incorrect behaviour. [ID-82240]: When two spaces 

that are not connected were highlighted the option for Separate Composite was able to be selected despite this 

not being a valid option leading to crashes. 

 

Navigator for ASHRAE 90.1 PRM 
Updated description text for 90.1 2016/2019 prescriptive constructions [ID-112683]: Prescriptive dataset 

constructions are no longer labelled as 'PRM'.  

Tabular room data internal gains tab doesn't refresh when make changes to Proposed model data. [ID-

20090]: Changes made no longer require a refresh to display correctly in Tabular space data.  

BPRM Report doesn't show costs associated to renewables. [ID-123387]: Reports now generated with correct 

costs for renewables set via Tariff tool. 

Fixed 'Select All' option in the Profile Weekly Pattern Editor [ID-122743]: When using select all option any 

changes can now be applied to all profiles.  

Baseline and Reference Radiance simulation gets stuck at 0%. [ID-117181]: Simulations can now continue 

without erroring due to custom constructions which were not being included in the sensor calculation inputs 

leading to error or hanging.  

Fixed Florida compliance report generation error [ID-126013]: A failure to generate the compliance report 

due to the report not recognising a water to air heat pump unit in ApacheHVAC has been resolved.  

Navigator for GMPro 
GMPro navigator crashes generating baseline. [ID-119073]: Crash prevented within the VE when running 

GMPro baseline 

Using GreenMark system 10 causes VE to crash when trying to run ASHRAE Room Loads in the NECB 2011 

Navigator. [ID-111758]: Error with ID's being unassigned in GreenMark systems causing the VE to crash 

resolved.  

 

Navigator for Monodraught 
Monodraught HVR - HVAC boiler fuel. [ID-96668]: Monodraught imported systems created through the 

navigator corrected and Meter name updated. V units use Electricity meter for heating while others use Natural 

Gas. 

 

Navigator for NECB 
Corrected title in content manager for NECB 2011 report [ID-29223]: 'Detailed Simulation (Baseline)' has 

been renamed 'Detailed Simulation (Reference)' in content manager.  

 

Navigator for Title 24 2019 
Generating report with unconditioned spaces. [ID-127291]: Error message updated to be clearer when a 

building has no conditioned spaces.  

Adjusted text in Title 24 Compliance Report Table H6 [ID-124188]: Single-zone systems with a non-zero 

System SAT Reset now display 'Zone Supply Air Temp. Reset' in the 'Other Special Features and Control' column 

of table H6 rather than 'Warmest Zone Supply Air Temp. Reset'.  
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Assign Title 24 Standard Constructions applies for all climate zones. [ID-124018]: Constructions correctly 

assigned when there is a double-digit climate zone being used.  

Adjusted luminaire height to provide consistency between Proposed and Actual models [ID-118640]: 

Default height is now set at 9ft.  

Fixed error in Compliance report Table G3 [ID-121454]: Cavity R-Value column now reports correct value.  

 

RadianceIES 
BREEAM UDI results processing options added. [ID-110692]: When UDI is run the process WP Data dialog is 

updated with a BREEAM option for Daylight Availability that allows assessment in line with REEAM Hea 01 4b DA. 

Average illuminance: average illuminance, across all points in the AOI, per hour for the threshold hours. If the 

average illuminance, across all points in the AOI >= lux threshold hourly exceeds the hours  threshold  then  the  

room  passes.  Output  updated  to  show  BREEAM  average  illuminance results;  

Worst  illuminance:  all  points  in  the  AOI  >=  lux  threshold,  per  hour  for  the  threshold  hours.  If  all 

points pass the  threshold then  the room passes.  Output updated to show BREEAM  worst illuminance results;  

The process dialog (DA pane > BREEAM option) has been updated to provide dual post-processing for average 

& worst illuminance 

VSC results display improved [ID-118590]: Vertical Sky Component results grid, workspace and model viewer 

can be configured to display colours for each criteria; Pass, Pass 80% and Fail. 

Advanced VSC & Sky Component assessment option [ID-118767]: Advanced simulation >> VSC & Sky 

component allows analysis of horizontal and vertical windows in line with BR 209 requirements. Results are 

output on the VSC tab for windows and rooflights. 

All Component materials displayed in Radiance Surface Properties tab. [ID-124597]: Table was truncating 

the bottom of the table so did not display last component in the list. 

Fixed file error when attempting to use 'Multi view' option with ASE files [ID-123021]: ASE results can now 

be viewed in 'Multi view' as expected.  

Grid does not update for dynamic calcs grid. [ID-118620]: When entering grid size under options in 

RadianceIES there is an option to refresh the display to prevent having to change focus to get view to update.  

WP data (dynamic) simulation runs for internal room with no windows. [ID-114536]: Attempting to run a 

WP data simulation on an invalid selection presents the user with a warning.  

Tree components included in rtrace_dc simulation. [ID-108598]: Trees were not being viewed as components 

when running WP Zone Data when using rtrace_dc simulation. 

WP Zone data warning added for excessive grid points [ID-108596]: Error dialog updated to notify user that 

the results at this level of grid may be unstable and gives advice in how to fix the issue by increasing grid spacing 

or reducing zone size being analysed. 

Openings view doesn't show correctly for windows that are on the inside surface in RadianceIES. [ID-

99012]: RadianceIES now correctly displays windows regardless of being on the inside or outside surface.  

VE crashes when clicking on RadianceIES application with corrupted model data. [ID-105063]: User is 

notified of invalid model when opening and crash prevented.  

VE crashes when running some sDA calculations on problem geometry. [ID-93615]: Issue running sDA 

calculation on certain models. 

Radiance WP Dynamic not responding initially for large models [ID-94219]: Software is more responsive 

when initialising calculation on large/complex geometry. 
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ASE analysis period resets to on the hour. [ID-94803]: Dialog changed to prevent invalid times being selected. 

Can now only select on the hour.  

Picture viewer help link broken. [ID-96607]: Help link updated to correct webpage.  

Error running sDA calculations on some models. [ID-98070]: sDA calculations run in cases where geometry 

previously caused > Error: generateDaysim_dsillum() failed to run error. 

Simulation.log file in Radiance logs sDA simulations. [ID-79169]: Log file is updated with simulations that 

have been ran, along with Radiance.log updated to contain more detailed information.  

UDI dual processing options produces duplicate outputs. [ID-91954]: Duplicated results options no longer 

displayed in results table.  

Radiance illuminance working plane images not fitting room when not aligned to axes and not responding 

to edits to the view parameters. [ID-42380]: View parameters can be increased further to allow for rooms off 

axis.  

Running illuminance working plane dynamic with only artificial lighting/luminaires gives an error. [ID-

109647]: User now able to simulate cases of artificial lighting/luminaires only. 

Glitch showing flash of selected room when Clicking Visualise button - Radiance. [ID-50711]: Visual glitch 

no longer occurs. 

 

SunCast 
Solar visualisation sunlit hours updates [ID-101018]: SunCast solar visualization allows analysis across a year 

end (i.e. September – March for instance) and threshold can be set to only show values above a half hour i.e. over 

1.5 hours as required by some standards.  

SunCast: Issue with 'Threshold: within' display option. [ID-125647]: Legend now updates correctly using 

Display Filters.  

Single plane shade surfaces are being ignored in SunCast SolVis calculation. [ID-124969]: Shades imported 

as planar surfaces can be used to block light in SunCast solar visualisation calculations. 

Note: issue did not affecting shading file calculation for Apache simulations. 

SunCast solar shading calculations gives V1.07 Shading File does not match Model. Cause error in 

[Windows] header error. [ID-107796]: Error message and log updated to give feedback to user in how to 

resolve model problems.  

PV Panels not being drawn consistently. [ID-81469]: Location information captured within SunCast with 

increased precision prevents inconsistency when drawing PV panels in images. 

Numpad +/- keys can be used to adjust text size [ID-93238]: APSH table window number text size can now be 

adjusted using ctrl and the numpad +/- keys. 

 

Tabular Space Data 
Tabular space data crashes when adding Space group tab. [ID-121855]: Crash prevented within Tab Space 

Data when new tabs added that introduce a scroll bar within the window.  

Fixed Tabular Space Data profile selection issue [ID-117894]: Air Exchanges Temperature Profile option can 

now be updated via Tabular Space Data.  
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VE Compliance 
SBEM 6.1.d integrated [ID-]: SBEM 6.1.d binaries integrated for Part L2 2021 England. VE Compliance version 

incremented to 7.0.18 and is validated for all methods under Part L2 2021 SBEM and ApacheSim as well as Part L2 

2013 SBEM and ApacheSim.  

Section 6 2022 Scotland regulation added. [ID-116742]: VE Compliance updated with option for Section 6 

Scotland 2022. SBEM and ApacheSim Compliance and EPC routes available using SBEM 6.1.d binaries. 

Note: further update anticipated in January 2023 to integrate SBEM 6.1.e alongside Scottish EPC switchover. 

VE Compliance FAQ U-Value check FAQ link broken. [ID-126458]: Link on the u-value check message 

updated to relevant location with further guidance.  

Section 6 Scotland Fixed UI issue in UK NCM system data wizard [ID-125862]: Metering Provision tab is no 

longer disabled when reopening UK NCM system data wizard dialog after applying system type. 

UK Dwellings Interface improved [ID-125715]: Removed unnecessary 'Bldg' drop down menu.  

L2 2021 Notional Bivalent system Primary Energy Factor correction. [ID-125078]: Correction to Primary 

Energy Factor used in Notional Building where it varies from the factor used in the Actual Building.  

Added footnote to Cooling tab of the Notional Building Apache Systems dialog in VE Compliance [ID-

125071]: 'Notional Building Cooling generator SSEER takes account of 5% correction due to automatic 

monitoring and targeting'.  

Added metal cladding wall and roof constructions for Section 6 [ID-123626]: New Notional building metal 

cladding constructions added for assignment to applicable NCM activities.  

Updated Building System Data dialog for Part L2 (2013) - England and Part L2 (2014) Wales [ID-121882]: 

Added option in Building Details tab to enable editing of the foundation area and number of storeys.  

VE Compliance: EPC results tab missing supplementary report button. [ID-121721]: Supplementary report 

button now displaying correctly on results page.  

Notional glazing area appears incorrect in some cases. [ID-121642]: In some cases, building geometry caused 

issues when generating the notional building and caused the window area to be generated incorrectly.  

Section 6 Notional Building applies wrong u-value when actual has an external wall of type curtain wall. 

[ID-121503]: Correct external wall construction for notional building assigned in cases where the actual building 

has curtain wall selected.  

Transpired solar collector icon doesn't appear correctly. [ID-121569]: Icon in the room browser displays the 

correct icon overlay when adding the Transpired solar collector.  

Corrected issue with available UK NCM system type options when using Part L (2021) - Ireland regs [ID - 

121150]: The 'Variable refrigerant flow' and 'Chilled ceilings or passive chilled beams and mixing ventilation' 

options are no longer listed for Part L (2021) - Ireland regs.  

Part L2 2013 2021 ApacheSim input files write out different floor areas for Actual &amp; Notional 

Systems. [ID-120260]: Actual and Notional systems area correctly written to input file.  

Section 6 (2015) displays wrong carbon factors in Fuel Factors. [ID-118760]: Energy Sources and Meters 

dialog was displaying incorrect factors. Note: correct factors per NCM were used in simulation. 

L2 2021 Notional system SCoP correction [ID-117377]: Correction to system heating SCoP used in Notional 

Building in cases where separate systems are assigned for space heating and DHW in the Actual Building.  

IP Unit preference selected but UI showing metric values. [ID-115735]: When user preference selected as 

Imperial Units the Selected Floor area was displaying with Metric Units within UK Compliance. 
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SBEM Compliance portable or modular dropdown menus contain duplicate entries. [ID-116045]: Fixed 

duplication of entries in dropdown menu. 

L2 DSM Navigator compliance summary report table titles printed horizontal and upside down. [ID-

105736]: Compliance report tables headings formatted correctly.  

Corrected error in Part L (2021) - Ireland Compliance Doc [ID-102950]: BRIRL Output Document no longer 

erroneously reports a value for wind turbines in the 'Primary Energy Contributors to RER' table when the wind 

generator option has not been selected in the electricity generators dialog.  

Reference building exhaust inputs are editable. [ID-98488]: Reference building exhaust inputs are now locked 

and disabled.  

Part L2 2021 ApacheSim BRUKL SFP update [ID-121727]: Correction to the SFP table on a BRUKL document 

produced running L2 2021 ApacheSim method compliance. When space is served by a mechanical ventilation 

system with no heat recovery and SFP defined at room level, 0 is no longer written to column C. 

 

VE Scripts 
Free form profile creation script causes crash. [ID-121268]: API to allow generation of free form profile 

updated to handle formula profile entries. 

 

VistaPro 
N/A reported for comfort variables after loads calculation. [ID-121582]: Comfort variables accessed when 

viewing ASHRAE loads calculation results files shows as N/A when they cannot be derived from design day data.  

Fixed reporting error for 'Auxiliary vent temperature' [ID-101435]: 'Auxiliary vent temperature' was being 

reported as 0°C when the main system was set to none. The correct value is now reported.  

Improved consistency of reporting between metric and IP options [ID-80695]: The values reported for IP 

percentage variables now match metric by rounding to 2 decimal places.  

Improved Water Energy Nexus workflow [ID-106284]: Previously, when attempting to create a new APP file 

with the same name as an existing file, the 'HVAC Condensate Water Make-up' dialog would close after 

displaying an error message and any edited values would be lost. The dialog now remains open after the error 

message is dismissed. 

VistaPro energy report error if model PV output exceeds building energy use [ID-121204]: Issue relating to 

negative numbers within report generation fixed allowing for report generation.  

Renamed 'NCM Heat Pump Heating Energy' variable [ID-118683]: Variable is now named 'NCM Heat Pump 

Energy'.  

ASHRAE 55 Reports Room ID instead of Room Names on Cooling Setpoint table. [ID-22936]: Tables are 

now consistent in showing space names instead of ID's in some cases.  

Issue in the root path of the projects because of ' (apostrophes). [ID-120507]: Having apostrophes in the root 

part no longer causing issues with report generation.  

VistaPro Energy report Site Energy Dashboard text overlaps. [ID-118805]: Key for table no longer overlaps 

within the report chart.  

Browser not highlighting selected spaces when switching between results. [ID-115441]: Switching between 

results files in Vista pro caused selected rooms to not appear highlighted on the browser.  

Chart data variable name appears black. [ID-115388]: In cases where there was no data the variable name in 

chart data can become black and can't be cleared without closing and reopening the chart 
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Energy report bar chart doesn't show all months when simulation is run over year end. [ID-105188]: Table 

now correctly displays all months that are simulated.  

Spelling of label incorrect in Energy Model Output Report. [ID-102577]: Spelling corrected in report. 

VistaPro upload to iSCAN read operation timed out. [ID-75094]: Default value increased for timeout and 

better error reporting in cases where timeout still occurs.  

Values are not retained when set under Range Test. [ID-57786]: Values entered are now retained when 

switching between different variables, label also corrected.  

Can't generate Heating and cooling report when Adjacent Building present in model. [ID-17243]: Models 

with adjacent buildings now have the option to generate the heating and cooling report.  

Heating and Cooling report set-points showing differently on detailed summaries. [ID-18041]: Correct 

values displayed in both sections of report.  

Fixed Colour Gradient Chart [ID-116779]: Columns in colour gradient chart now have uniform width.  

Improved variable selection options [ID-108673]: There is no longer a restriction on the number of variables 

that can be selected based on the variable’s unit type.  

Error saving variable details if haven't made any changes to defaults. [ID-102032]: Save function no longer 

errors when no changes have been made.  

OpenEI Tariff Dialog improved [ID-121456]: The VistaPro OpenEI Tariff dialog is updated so that Energy and 

Costs tabs only show the relevant data after a Tariff scheme has been imported and calculated. 
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VE 2022 Feature Pack 01 Hotfix 02 Changes 
 

ModelIT 
Rotate command only works in plan view. [ID-117889]: Rotating by selection now works in all views. 

 

Building Template Manager 
Fixed UI issue in Internal Gains and Air Exchanges dialogs [ID-111900]: Clicking column headers in the 

Internal Gains and Air Exchanges dialogs now sorts items by ascending/descending order. 

 

Navigator for ASHRAE 90.1 PRM 

Crash prevented when generating baseline model via PRM 2007 navigator [ID-112049]: VE no longer 

crashes when generating the baseline model. 

Interface updated for baseline fans [ID-120733]: The Fan dialog is updated on baseline systems to reflect 

when the Baseline Fan Pressure Drop Adjustment has been applied. 

 

VistaPro 
Wind Rose appears blank in VE2022. [ID-115638]: Wind Rose now displays correctly when using Model Viewer 

1 within VistaPro. 

 

VE Compliance 

L2 2021 Bivalent DHW system generates wrong system in Notional Building. [ID-118277]: Notional building 

no longer reporting the wrong fuel type of Natural gas when electric bivalent systems are used in the actual 

building. 

Project is stuck on Part L2 2013 Regulation. [ID-119778]: Fixed issues where upgrading models from 2013 

regulations to 2021 was unachievable due to differences in NCM template behaviour between the regulations. 

Section 6 2015 NB PV not being considered in TER calculation. [ID-120262]: Notional building's TER 

calculation corrected to correctly deduct PV Carbon Emissions. 

Not all SBEM locations listed. [ID-120468]: Locations outside of England were not showing while in Part L2 

2021 mode. 

L2 Notional/Reference Building copies glazed doors as windows when should be a door. [ID-121596]: 

Notional building generation correctly copies doors from actual building. 

Curtain wall not assigned to Part L 2021 reference building. [ID-121906]: Curtain wall correctly copied to the 

reference building when selected on the actual building. 

ApLocate > Simulation Weather File > Approved Document O selection requires TRY to be present too. 

[ID-120597]: Users can now select from all available DSY1_2020High50 files when there is no _TRY file or no 

corresponding TRY file to location set in ApLocate. When TRY and DSY1 files are available they are set and cannot 

be changed. 

Approved Document O changes are lost when project is "Saved As". [ID-118740]: Overheating scenario's are 

now correctly included when using Save As function. 
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Navigator for Title 24 
Standard Building - Fan sizing fails to converge. [ID-120304]: Tolerance changed to prevent failure to 

converge. 

Wrong U-Value Check for Air-Metal Wall Framing. [ID-121455]: The correct U-Value check is now in place 

when the construction uses Air-Metal Wall Framing, previously using the wrong U-value check. 

High-rise residential spaces lighting correction in Standard Building [ID-121463]: High-rise residential living 

spaces and hotel/motel Guest room spaces have the correct lighting power density 0.86 W/ft2 applied form 

template in the Standard Building. 

Corrected compliance report of Title24 Compliant - SZVAVHP system [ID-121467]: The cooling/heating coils 

in this system were setup to use the PTAC/PTHP system links, they should have been using the AHU links, which is 

now the case. As a result the compliance report will display the correct coil capacities when the SZVAHP system is 

used. 

Allowance Adjustment Factor for TailoredFloorDisplayAllowance & TailoredWallDisplayAllowance not 

applying correctly. [ID-118861]: Allowance Adjustment Factor was incorrect due to a conversion from IP to 

Metric and this is now calculated correctly.  

 

RadianceIES 
Sensors results written out for Apache simulation link [ID-120607]: The Error reading illuminance file. Line 11 

is no longer reported for certain locations due to a coordinates mismatch between RadianceIES and Apache 

conventions. 

 

Loads Report 

"conversion from NoneType to Decimal is not supported" Script error when trying to generate system 

sizing report. [ID-120599]: Generating report no longer fails when the layout script has no supply fan to report 

variables and instead displays a -. 

 

VE API 
Items incorrectly deleted/modified in Python API. [ID-122642]: Python API, example scripts and 

documentation updated. 
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VE 2022 Feature Pack 01 Hotfix 01 Changes 
 

ModelIT 
Import Monodraught Windcatcher components from library [ID-115176]: Resolved windcatcher import 

issue: Windcatcher components can now be imported from library. 

gbXML Import corrected [ID-116864]: Manual import of gbXML files is corrected so that no error occurs due to 

data assignment step. 

 

VE Kernel 
VE Kernel simulations corrected [ID-117043]: Errors running energy simulation from iCL clients using VE Kernel 

are corrected. 

 

General 
Prevented crash when upgrading model to VE 2022.1 [ID-118242]: In some cases upgrading a model would 

result in a crash, this has been prevented. 

 

Tabular Building Template Manager 
Tabular BTM Comfort tab corrected [ID-118888]: Tabular BTM comfort tab now showing correct columns 

when adding a new template. 

 

VE Compliance 
SBEM 6.1.c integrated [ID-116877]: L2 2021 has SBEM 6.1.c integrated, changes described by BRE as: 

• Modify the engine to set negative 2021 TERs to 0 for England EPC calculations (as is done during 
compliance assessments) and, in this case, also calculate the Typical building’s rating according to 
the updated definition in the 2021 NCM Modelling Guide 

• Correct a problem in text colour when reporting the values of zone-level mechanical ventilation 
heat recovery efficiency on the BRUKL O/P report 

• Updates to the iSBEM interface to display the full range of library options from the NCM Glazing 
Database 

VE Compliance version is incremented to 7.0.16 and this is approved for all EPC routes using SBEM and 

ApacheSim under both L2 2021 and L2 2013. 

L2 2021 Typical Asset Rating calculation updates [ID-119086]: The calculation of Typical Asset Rating is 

updated in line with the NCM Modelling Guide and SBEM 6.1.c so that when TER = 0, the output of Notional PV is 

ignored in the calculation of the TYR. 

L2 2021 NCM Templates updates [ID-116070]: Corrections to NCM Minimum and Maximum 
Illuminance values for the following activities in the L2 2021 (6.1.b) database: 
Indust: Industrial process area (Speculative)   MIN lux 300 -> 200 
Indust: Industrial process area (Workshop)    MIN lux 300 -> 200 

Retail: Dept Store Sales area - general (Laundry)   MIN lux 600 -> 300 

Retail (Warehouse): Dept Store Sales area - general (Warehouse)  MIN lux 600 -> 300 
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Terminal (Airport): Light plant room                             MAX lux 100 -> 200 

Terminal (Airport): Light plant room (Airport: Server)   MAX lux 100 -> 200 

Terminal (Station): Light plant room (Station)               MAX lux 100 -> 200 

Warehouse: Warehouse storage (Cold)        MIN lux 300 -> 100 

 

NCM Profiles updated [ID-116163]: The NCM profiles listed below updated in line with the L2 2021 6.1.b 

database. 

NCM Hosp_Bed_Light 

NCM Hosp_WardPatients 

NCM Hosp_WardPatients_Light 

NCM C2Uni_CellOff_Light 

NCM LibMusGall_Display_Light 

NCM Misc24Hr_Bed_Light 

 

Changing Facility IDs written out correctly [ID-119593]: The Sports Centre Changing Facility 

(low/medium/high hot water demand) can be run in SBEM and ApacheSim under L2 2021 without errors 

occurring which prevent generation of the BRUKL/EPC. 

L2 2021 Lighting Gain/power is be pro-rated against NCM Minimum Illuminance when user enters Design 

Lux value lower than the minimum [ID-116204]: When user enters design illuminance below the NCM 

Minimum the power density is pro-rated against the NCM Minimum for that activity. 

Part L 2021 - Design Illuminance < NCM Min Illuminance not maintained on re-entry to VE Compliance. 

[ID-116578]: Design Illuminance no longer resetting to minimum NCM values when re-entering Compliance. 

Part F (2022) - N Ireland implemented [ID-116115]: Part F 2022 regulation view is fully implemented with 

ability to use the full VE Compliance interface and run Apache simulations to generate BRUKL and EPC. 

Rooms can be excluded from analysis in Part L2 2021 compliance. [ID-116144]: Projects that have rooms 

excluded from the analysis and use a heat pump can now run simulations without error. 

Foundation area calculation using incorrect storey count in some cases. [ID-116248]: Algorithm for 

calculating storeys used within the foundation area calculation improved for geometry where a pitched roof is on 

top of another room. 

Display Window option reinstated [ID-117180]: Display window checkbox now displaying correctly on the 

regulations tab. 

Criterion 3 labelling present throughout Part L2 (2021) England regulations removed [ID-116327]: 

References to Criterion 3 are removed and now shown as Limiting Solar Gains. 

L2 2013 doesn't find Swindon weather file [ID-116348]: Swindon weather file was not being picked up 

correctly in L2 2013 compliance mode. For L2 2013 the Swindon file is expected to be named SwindonTRY05.fwt 

SBEM weather location resets. [ID-116431]: Setting location to an option that is not compatible with the 

regulation type you had selected would result in the location being reset on reopening. Location selection is now 

limited to valid options. 
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User excluded recommendations appearing in SBEM EPC recommendations report. [ID-116634]: 

Recommendations excluded by the user are not written in the SBEM EPC Recommendations Report. 

Section 6 (2010) Scotland - Modular TER factor adjustment not applied correctly. [ID-115884]: When 

switching between regulations with different Modular and Portable options there was instances where the TER 

factor was not being correctly calculated in the Section 6 outputs 

Approved Document O: Overheating ‘Invalid string position’ error resolved [ID-116502]: Weather files 

required for the simulation were not being detected when located in the migrated weather directory. 

Approved Document O: Overheating MacroFlo options revised [ID-117910]: The MacroFlo opening 

types/scripted profiles are revised to match the options given in Approved Document O: 

 

ADO section 2.6a (day) 

ADO section 2.6a + b (day & night) 

ADO section 2.6c (day unoccupied) 

ADO section 2.6d (closed) 

 

Navigator for ASHRAE 90.1 PRM 
Corrected default value in 'Set parameters for 'unmet load hour' temperature tests' dialog [ID-114322]: 

The default heating and cooling set-point tolerance value is now 2 when unit preference is set to IP. 

 

Navigator for Title 24 2019 
Design model data not shown in PRF-01 Report [ID-115453]: Miscellaneous Energy Consumption such as 

Exterior Lighting, used in the Design model simulation are no longer written to the reports for Standard or 

Proposed models. 

Erroneous 'Invalid U-value' warning no longer displayed [ID-116165]: An 'Invalid U-value' warning message 

is no longer displayed when project materials from the 'Spandrel Panels Curtain Walls' category are assigned to a 

Project Construction. 

Adjusted default supply airflow controllers' Time Switch Profile for laboratory spaces in the Standard 

Design [ID-116623]: Cooling and heating airflow controllers' Time Switch Profile is now set to 'on continuously', 

this resolves common Negative Airflow errors on these spaces. 

 

RadianceIES 
Radiance Sensor simulation gets stuck at 0%. [ID-117181]: Simulations can now continue without 

errors which were caused by non-default constructions not being correctly written to the task file, 

error manifested as the simulation failing to start and an undefined modifier error in the task log. 

Radiance rtrace_dc dynamic results appear incorrect when room is not aligned to orthogonal axes. 

[ID-118896]: Models now correctly when rooms have been rotated from the orthogonal axes. 

 

IESVE plug-in for SketchUp 
Installer adds plug-in to SketchUp 2022 [ID-116119]: The installer now correctly detects SketchUp 2022 

when attempting to install the SketchUp plug-in. 
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VistaPro 
VistaPro: Building Carbon variables not reported correctly. [ID-116892]: Carbon variables now correctly 

display values where applicable, several values displaying as 0 now report the correct values. 
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VE 2022 Feature Pack 01 Changes 
 

ApPro 
Prevented crash when inserting a new value in the Edit Project Daily Profile dialog [ID-112359]: In the edit 

profile dialog clicking 'insert a new value' could cause the VE to crash if the selected value being inserted was not 

visible in the dialog. 

 

Constructions Database 

U-Value not updating in UI when method changed. [ID-112059]: UI now successfully updates when selecting 

method. 

Data retention issue in External Shading Device dialog fixed [ID-113406]: Values input to the Transmission 

Factors table are now retained. 

Editing Ground-Contact Floorplans no longer causes instability [ID-113560]: Editing values on the Ground-

Contact Floorplans dialog no longer causing instability.  

 

ApLocate 
Fixed issue in UK Building Regulations Climate Data Files dialog [ID-101171]: The Source and Format data is 

now correctly displayed in the dialog. 

ApLocate did not take year from EPW weather file [ID-111621]: Weather files year is now read into ApLocate 

and used correctly for the "Same as for year" field. 

 

VE Scripts API 
Fixed issue with VE Python Scripts navigator [ID-111442]: The available scripts in the navigator are now 

displayed correctly. 

 

ModelIT 
Model browser UI improved [ID-73377]: The model browser sort by space name option is now consistent with 

the space name sorting in tabular space data. 

Fixed issue when setting space to 'always inactive' layer [ID-73707]: Previously when the 'always inactive' 

layer was selected for a space there was no way to further interact with it. It is now possible to select a space in 

the 'always inactive' layer by pressing 'CTRL + Left Click' when selecting it. 

Improved undo action after spaces are connected [ID-82516]: Undo will now work to separate spaces that 

have been connected/merged. 

Fixed issue when using undo action to restore a Free-standing PV Panel [ID-84560]: The undo action now 

correctly restores the properties of a deleted PV Panel. 

Prevented openings being moved when using shrink command [ID-89427]: Openings no longer move when 

using the shrink command with certain anchor points selected. 

Multiple partitioning of space causing error [ID-89705]: No error caused by partitioning a space multiple 

times. 
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Prevented scenario in which glazing is added to the 'Adjacent building' space type [ID-95527]: When 

adding glazing using the 'Edit glazing, doors and louvres' option glazing is no longer added to adjacent buildings 

when selected along with other space types. 

Landscaping objects are no longer converted to topographical shades when exported in a GEM file [ID-

90656]: Landscaping objects such as trees are no longer converted to topographical objects with multiple 

surfaces and vertices when exported in a GEM file. 

Fixed issue when undoing move/copy action [ID-100774]: Any openings stamped to a space from a 

moved/copied space no longer remain in place when undoing the move/copy action. 

Fixed error with construction assignments for copied spaces [ID-106722]: Internal partition constructions are 

now retained when spaces are copied. 

Prevented crash when editing space geometry [ID-106876]: Editing spaces with HVR/HTM units assigned no 

longer causes VE to crash. 

Improved sparse mode functionality in geometry tools navigator [ID-107905]: When working with sparse 

mode enabled deleting a space will no longer disable sparse mode. 

Fixed issue when copying/moving spaces [ID-109164]: While copying/moving a space, when releasing the 

mouse button to confirm the position, any space located underneath is no longer inadvertently selected. 

Fixed issue when renaming spaces via the object bar [ID-110142]: When editing space names in the object 

bar the space name of a previously selected space in no longer applied to the currently selected space being 

edited. 

Merging two complex spaces causing external walls to disappear. [ID-110152]: Merging complex spaces was 

causing issues of external walls disappearing which is now resolved. 

Windows unable to be inserted via Add by percentage area/height to non-orthogonal walls [ID-111932]: 

Windows were unable to be inserted due to a check in place on size of area. 

Double-Clicking on Room Group Names causes name to be deleted [ID-112604]: Double clicking on room 

group names does not clear the name 

Double-Clicking on Grouping Scheme Names causes name to be deleted [ID-114276]: Double clicking on 

grouping scheme names does not clear the name 

Corrected issue when editing openings using shrink command [ID-108840]: The changes made are now 

applied only to the selected openings. 

Clipped openings can now be undone successfully [ID-113950]: Undo action returns clipped openings that 

occur due to move, copy or rotate to their previous state 

Object bar now displays total area for additional object types [ID-86958]: When multiple PV panel or planar 

object types are selected the Total Floor Area(m²) will now display the value of the selected objects; this only 

applies when the selected objects are all the same type. 

 

ApacheHVAC 
Rooms assigned to custom HVAC systems had incorrect cooling/heating setpoints in results and no UMLH 

tests. [ID-34178]: Rooms assigned to a custom HVAC system---i.e., a an ApacheHVAC system not built from a 

prototype, and thus having no system frame and no system-parameters dialog---were assumed to be 

unconditioned and thus had HVAC cooling/heating setpoints incorrectly interpreted in VistaPro results and UMLH 

tests. Output of correct room setpoints and execution of UMLH tests are now supported.   

Adjusted rated capacity value range on DX and WAHP coils [ID-84966]: The upper limit value of DX and 

WAHP coils has been increased to 50000. 
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Fixed issue with room/zone DHW settings [ID-101871]: Room-level DHW settings are no longer applied to 

spaces in DHW zones when the DHW demand is set to be at zone-level. 

Prevented VE from becoming unresponsive due to memory error [ID-107113]: A memory error will no 

longer occur when opening a Proposed HVAC system file that was created by saving directly from a Baseline file. 

This change does not apply to files created in this way in previous VE versions. 

 

RadianceIES 
Improved UI in Surface Properties tab [ID-45784]: The Material surface properties list now only displays 

constructions that are assigned to the model. 

Improved UI in Surface Properties tab [ID-45789]: The Material surface properties list now displays the (int), 

(mid) and (ext) labels for newly created constructions that are assigned to the model. 

Corrected UI error in Task Manager when running Radiance Sensors simulation [ID-92312]: The simulation 

name is now correctly displayed as 'Radiance Sensor'. 

Radiance simulations reporting incorrect number of hours [ID-111926]: Number of hours now reporting 

correctly to the user after running simulations. 

ASE results with negative illuminance values causing display issues. [ID-112000]: Negative values no longer 

causing void/black cells in the output. 

Improved UI for Luminance/Illuminance image viewer [ID-112258]: A font option is now available in the 

Glare and Illuminance menu options in the Luminance and Illuminance image viewers respectively. The font 

option enables the text size in the image viewer to be increased/decreased. Additionally, the Grid Settings dialog 

for Illuminance images now displays a check box for 'Show Area of Interest'. 

Error reading from Illuminance file no longer causes issue. [ID-113245]: No longer a mismatch in the 

Longitude Difference when merging different formats. 

Improved alert messaging in Radiance [ID-111745]: Upon selecting Radiance an alert message is presented if 

the weather or climate data files cannot be accessed.  

Non-thermal constructions not present in RadianceIES surface properties [ID-110562]:  Surface properties 

now correctly contains all building constructions preventing simulation errors. 

 

Python Console 
Improved VEScript Python Editor UI [ID-66258]: It is no longer possible to add the same folder multiple times 

in the editor. 

 

VE Compliance 
Part L2 2021 Regulation added [ID-82918]: VE Compliance includes options to assess L2 2021 Compliance and 

EPC. Validated for both ApacheSim (DSM) and SBEM methods. Compliance version 7.0.15 integrates 

SBEM/BRUKL/EPC v6.1.b. 

Approved Document O Overheating Analysis [ID-95172]: Approved Document O regulation option added in 

VE Compliance Part L2 England and UK Dwellings methods. Offers a dynamic simulation method to perform 

overheating analysis and produce summary report. 

Scotland EPC writing out wrong S-TER-2002 value when refreshed. [ID-99101]: When the EPC is refreshed 

using existing results the S-TER-2002 value is correctly applied. 
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Building-Environment on EPC could show incorrectly if no HVAC systems [ID0114324]: In cases where there 

is no system, the EPC shows as unconditioned. 

 

Loads Report 
Rooms & loads report erroring. [ID-106899]: Couldn't generate the Excel "Room & Zone loads" report in some 

cases where ValueError ‘’ not in the list had appeared. 

Prevented script error when generating loads and sizing reports [ID-111426]: Heat and cooling air flow 

values are now checked to be more than 0 before percentage calculation is applied. Prevents ZeroDivisionError: 

float division by zero 

 

VistaPro 
Fixed issue with CSV Export Wizard [ID-89400]: Data for comfort variables is now exported to csv file. 

Improved value retention in Range tests dialog [ID-95163]: Values entered in the test values/temperatures 

input fields are now retained when selecting different zones/spaces. 

 

Navigator for ASHRAE 90.1 PRM 
ApacheHVAC systems created through compliance workflows can be used outwith the Navigator [ID-

111800]: HVAC systems imported from the library via a Compliance model can be simulated in Apache. 

62.1 016 Ventilation Method added [ID-70065]: ASHRAE 62.1 2016 Ventilation method is added to space data 

and system parameters. 90.1 2019 Navigator prototype templates update to reference this for each activity. 

Prevented error when generating baseline model [ID-101874]: Unknown climate zone error for climate zones 

0A and 0B no longer occurs. 

Inconsistency between BPRM and PRM reports unmet heating hours [ID-104669]: Reports were showing as 

1 hour difference in some cases. 

PRM proposing incorrect constructions. [ID-110185]: PRM navigator was proposing incorrect constructions 

based on the Climate Zone selected by user. 

Energy code output returned fractional unmet load hours. [ID-110230]: Unmet hours output was not 

rounding to whole numbers 

Error Occurred when running Florida Compliance report [ID-111003]: Error no longer present. 

HVAC Wizard restricted user preventing selection of Existing file. [ID-111862]: HVAC wizard no longer 

restricts user selection. 

Fixed issue with unavailable action in ASHRAE 90.1 navigators [ID-111868]: The reporting actions in the 

ASHRAE 62.1 section of the navigator are now made available to select after the necessary preceding action has 

been marked as done. 

Fixed issue with Exterior Lighting table [ID-111957]: The values in the 'Proposed Subtotal (W)' column are 

now correctly calculated using the 'Section 9 Unit' value and 'Area, Length etc' value from the same row. 

Attempting to simulate with no Apache license gives no information to user. [ID-114429]: When the user 

attempted to run an overheating simulation with no licence there was no information provided to the user to 

explain why they could not continue. 
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ApacheSim 
Simulation failing with no error message [ID-104950]: When running PRM 2010 Energy Simulation the fluid 

cooler had an  issue with the free convection minimum airflow (no forced flow) and low load conditions, the 

condenser water is overcooled causing issue in the simulation. 

 

SunCast 
Fixed error in reported area when viewing solar energy analysis results [ID-107123]: Area for PV panels, 

windows and doors is now calculated and displayed when viewing results of solar energy analysis. 

 

LightPro 
Ceiling grid colour causing issues with viewing in certain circumstances [ID-111437]: User can now highlight 

ceiling grid colour to assist in contrasting. 

 

Navigator for NECB 
NECB model with HVAC Zones gives Error Occurred when running compliance report [ID-111624]: Error no 

longer present. 

 

Navigator for LEED 
LEED daylight report cutting part of report off in exported PDF. [ID-112057]: PDF now contains full report 

when exported as a PDF. 

 

Navigator for Title 24 2019 
Standard model generation no longer creates DHW system for spaces with zero DHW consumption [ID-

112275]:  Any spaces with zero DHW consumption are assigned to a DHW zone named 'No DHW Consumption' 

when the Standard model is generated and no DHW system is created for the zone. 

Fixed issue with pump power value on ResiDHW hot water loop [ID-112285]: When generating the Standard 

model the ResiDHW hot water loop pump power value is now 0. 

Fixed error in Standard model infiltration rate [ID-112302]: The infiltration rate for spaces in the Standard 

model now match those set in the Proposed. 

Updated default settings in System Parameters dialog when Title 24 Proposed.asp file is created [ID-

112575]: The 'Update cooling, heating, and RH setpoint in Space Data (all rooms in zone) when edited here’ 

checkbox is now unticked and disabled. 

Updated PRF-01 Table C3 [ID-112645]: Table C3 now only reports electric energy in MWh. Compliant energy 

types are now always reported and consistently ordered. 

Fixed Cooling coil DX equipment assignment issue [ID-115455]: All DX systems are now imported to the 

Standard model to allow for correct reassignment after system sizing. 

 

General 
Prevented starter template/project constructions from being duplicated [ID-95170]: Switching regs in VE 

Compliance no longer causes duplicate project constructions or starter templates to be created. 
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Start page crashing with no internet connection to IESVE.com [ID-111556]: When the VE cannot access 

IESVE.com the application was becoming unresponsive. 

Updated splash screen text [ID-112766]: Corrected typo in splash screen text. 
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